In an animal like Drosophila, in which the number of chromosome pairs is small and each pair carries one or more marker genes, it is a relatively simple matter to ascertain in which chromosome pair any new mutant gene is located. But in mammals the number of chromosome pairs is so large (twenty or more) and so few of these bear identified marker genes that a new mutant gene is as likely as not to be borne in an unmarked chromosome and so to manifest no linkage with any other known gene of the species. And if the new gene is a lethal the study of its linkage relations becomes doubly difficult because viable homozygous individuals cannot be produced.
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If two different lethals have been discovered neither of which shows linkage with previously known genes, the question arises whether these constitute markers of two different chromosomes previously unmarked, or whether they lie in the same unmarked chromosome. To answer this question by crossing the two lethal carriers with each other and then raising an F2 generation is next to impossible, since in the case of F2 individuals which perish, it will be unknown whether they are homozygous for one lethal or for both.
To obviate this difficulty, the following method has been devised. An F1 is produced by crossing individuals carrying the respective recessive lethals, as Aa X Bb. One in four of the F1 progeny will carry neither lethal, one will carry lethal a, another will carry lethal b and one will carry both lethals received in the repulsion relationship. This last sort of individual can be identified by suitable breeding tests and should then be mated with animals which carry neither lethal, preferably of an unrelated strain. The progeny of such a cross will in no case be homozygous for either lethal and so will be vigorous prolific animals characterized by heterosis.
If no linkage exists between a and b, i.e., if they are borne in different chromosomes, four classes of individuals will be found with equal frequen-cies in the F1 population, viz. (1) carriers of a only, (2) carries of b only, (3) carriers of both a and b and (4) carriers of neither. If linkage exists, classes (3) and (4) will be in excess of classes (1) and (2).
This method was used in rats in testing for linkage between the recessive lethal anemia' and an undescribed sublethal ("wobbly"), neither of which at the time was known to be linked with any previously discovered rat gene.
Back-cross individuals to the number of 161 were tested individually by matings with individuals doubly heterozygous for anemia and wobbly. They were found to be distributed as follows: Anemia and wobbly are beyond question independent.
Later anemia was found to be closely linked with curly, the crossover percentage being 5.2. An independent test showed that wobbly was, as expected, not linked with curly, thus confirming the previously reached conclusion that anemia and wobbly are borne in different chromosomes.
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